
Index

ancestors and descendants 49
appointment options for LSDA, sequential

decision example 60–1
assumption see rationality/assumption/

presumption

backward directed graphs, sequential decision
making 50

backward induction method 52–9, 140–1
alpha stage 53, 62
backward induction avoidance 141–8
beta stage 55
gamma stage et seq. 55
and inconsistency 178–9
inherent paradox of 140–1

Bayes’ theorem
about 190–1
proof 191

Bertrand model of duopoly 116, 125–9
Bertrand paradox 126
Bertrand–Nash equilibrium 128
supermarket sector example 125–7

Blanzhaf index 172
Borel, Emile 9
bounded rationality 141–2, 176
building programme, sequential decision

making example 52, 53

calculus with games of skill
basics 18–19
examples 20–7

categorical imperatives, and rationality 175–6
centipede game 178–9
chance games
about 6, 7, 32
computer training course example 39–41
expected value 35–6
high-speed rail link funding example 37–8
investment portfolio example 43–4
maternity leave insurance example 45–7
maximax principle 46–7

maximin principle 46
minimax principle 47
probability theory 32, 33–7
regret matrices 47
with risk 32, 37–45
risk-averse players/functions 41
risk-neutral players/functions 41
risk-taking players/functions 42
six faces of die example 34–5
standard deviation 36
with uncertainty 32, 45–7
utility theory/value 38–45
variance 36–7
von Neumann–Morgenstern utility

function 41–2
characteristic functions 153–5
children/successors of decision edges 49
coalescence or voting order 168–9
coalition factions, and power 155
coalitions seeMulti-person games; power

analysis/indices
collective rationality 175
committee forming and voting power 170
complete information games 5
completeness concept 156
computer training course, chance games

example 39–41
constant-sum games 77
constraint set 18, 20–1, 24–5
contract lines 121–2
cooperative games of strategy 1, 6

see also multi-person games, partially
cooperative; sequential decision making,
cooperative two-person games

Cournot model of duopoly 115–16, 116–22
balance and imbalance 121
paper and packaging sector example 116–20
see also Nash, John, Nash equilibrium

critical factions 156

decision making graphs 52–5
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decision trees, sequential decision making
50–2

Deegan–Packel index 171–2
demand functions 126
derivatives of a functions 18
descendants and ancestors 49
die landing on particular face, chance game

example 34–5
directed graphs 49
dominance
in mixed motive games 99–100
in saddle points games 85–6

duopoly 115

Edgeworth, Francis 8
equivalent nodes 66–9
expected value, probability theory 35–6
exploitation games 105–7
Nokia/Ericsson example 106–7
summary of features 114

factions
coalition of 155
critical 156
pivotal 155–6

Farquharson, Robin 13–14
Wnitely repeated games 139–48
about 139–40
backward induction 140–1
backward induction avoidance 141–8
with incomplete information 144–8
with Nash equilibrium 140
with uncertainty 144

backward induction paradox 140–1
bounded rationality 141–2
multiple Nash equilibria 142–3

Frechet, Maurice 9
full time/part time staV balancing, skill games

example 23–5
funding publicity in the private healthcare

industry examples
Wnitely repeated games 141–2, 144–8
inWnitely repeated games 136–8

game classiWcations 6–7
taxonomy of games 7

game theory
history 8–14
models 1, 3
principles 1–3

Gillies, Donald 13

Harsanyi, John
doctrine on rational players 177–8
notion of cooperative games 11, 12

heroic games 104–5
college game example 104–5
summary of features 113–14

hospital facilities, skill game example 20–2

imperfect information games 5
imputation payments 155
inadmissibility
in mixed-motive games 99–100
in saddle points games 85–6

incomplete information games 5
inconsistency 178–80
and backward induction 178–9
centipede game 178–9
and rational consistency 180

indeterminacy 177–8
inWnitely repeated games 135–9
funding publicity in healthcare industry

example 136–9
Nash equilibrium 137–8
punishing strategies 137
trigger strategies 137–9

inXuence measurement see power
analysis/indices

information sets, zero-sum games 78
instrumental rationality 175
interval scales for pay-oVs 93–4
investment portfolio, chance game example

43–4
iso-proWt curves 120
iterated elimination of dominated strategies

100–2

Johnston index 170–1

Kant’s notion of moral imperative 176
Kelley et al. on minimal social situation games

73–5
Kuhn, Harold, and Zermelo’s theorem 11–12

Lagrange method of partial derivatives
basics 27–31
funding research and design example

28–31
Lagrangian function 27–8

law of conservation of utility value 77
leadership games 102–4
summary of features 113
union candidate’s example 102–3

Lewis, David 11
linear programming with games of skill
basics 18–19
examples 20–7

Luce, Duncan 11

martyrdom games 107–13
stockbroker/lawyer prisoner’s dilemma game

example 108–9
summary of features 114–15

maternity leave insurance, chance games
example 45–7

Matrices, large, with zero-sum games of
strategy 90–3

maximax principle, in chance games 46
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maximin principle, in chance games 46
maximiser/optimiser in games of skill 18
maximising funding at New York OMB,

multi-person game example 152–3
McDonald’s sanction and reward system,

sequential decision making example 52,
54

medical incompetence ethics, saddle point game
example 82–3

metagame theory 110–12
minimal winning coalition theory 154
minimax mixed strategies, no saddle point

games 89
minimax theorem/principle 8
in chance games 47
and games with no saddle points 89
graphic model for 184–6
proof 182–9
Waldegrave fails to prove 9

minimum resource theory 154–5
mixed strategies, games with no saddle-points

89
mixed-motive two-person games of strategy
about 2, 7, 98–9
Bertrand model of duopoly 116, 125–9
supermarket sector example 125–7
Bertrand paradox 126
Bertrand–Nash equilibrium 128
contract lines 121–2
Cournot model of duopoly 115–16
paper and packaging sector example

116–20, 122–5
demand functions 126
dominance 99–100
duopoly 115
exploitation games 105–7
example 106–7
summary of features 114

heroic games 104–5
example 104–5
summary of features 113–14

inadmissibility 99–100
iso-proWt curves 120
iterated elimination of dominated strategies

100–2
leadership games 102–4
example 102–4
summary of features 113

martyrdom games 107–13
metagame theory 110–12
stockbroker/lawyer prisoner’s dilemma

game example 108–9
summary of features 114–15

Nash equilibrium 98–9, 99–102, 118–20
oligopoly 115
pareto-ineYciency 129
reaction functions 117–18
solutions without Nash equilibrium points

129–34

mutual society/life companies changing
status example 132–4

von Stackelberg model of duopoly 115–16,
122–5

paper and packaging sector example
116–20, 122–5

see also multi-person games, mixed motive
moral imperative, Kant’s notion of 176
Morgenstern, Oskar 10
multi-person games
about 149–50
mixed motive 151–3
maximising funding example 152–3
Nash equilibrium 151

non-cooperative 150–1
Nash equilibrium points 150–1

partially cooperative 153–5
characteristic functions 153–5
imputation payments 155
minimal winning coalition theory 154
minimum resource theory 154–5
whole pot payments 155

see also power analysis/indices
mutual society/life companies changing status

example 132–4

Nash, John
and the minimax theorem 11
Nash equilibrium 98–9, 99–102, 118–21,

137–8, 140, 150–1
multiple Nash equilibria 142–3

solving mixed strategy games without Nash
equilibrium points 129–34

mutual society/life companies changing
status example 132–4

natural selection 3
nature as a player 3–4
New York city OMB funding maximising,

multi-person game example 152–3
Nokia/Ericsson share issue, exploitation games

example 106–7
non-cooperative games
multi-person 150–1
zero-sum 2

oligopoly situations 115
optimisation with games of skill
basics 18–19
examples 20–7

optimiser/maximiser in games of skill 18
ordered pairs 49
ordinal pay-oVs 94–7
outcome of a game 4

paper and packaging sector, mixed-motive
game example 116–20, 122–5

parents/predecessors, of decision edges 49
pareto-eYciency 77
pareto-ineYciency 129
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partially cooperative games see under
multi-person games

pay-oVmatrix 83
skill games 20, 21

pay-oVs
interval scales 93–4
ordinal scales 94–7

perfect information games 5
pilots’ duties re-allocation, no saddle point

game example 87–90
pivotal factions 155–6
players, deWnition 3–4
power analysis/indices
Blanzhaf index 172
coalescence eVects 168–9
coalition factions 155
committee forming 170
completeness concept 156
critical factions 156
Deegan–Packel index 171–2
inXuence measurement 155–6
Johnston index 170–1
minimal winning coalitions 168–9
model A: ‘voluntary maintained’ boards

159–62, 166
Shapley value and Shapley–Shubik index

161–2
three/four faction and grand coalitions

160–1
model B: ‘controlled secondary’ boards

162–3, 166, 168
Shapley and Shapley–Shubik values

163–4
two/three faction and grand coalitions

162–3
model C: out-of-state boards 163–6, 166–8
Shapley and Shapley–Shubik values

165–6
three/four faction and grand coalitions

164–5
order of voting considerations 168
pay-oV for winning coalitions 167
pivotal factions 155–6
power and school governance example

158–9
relative power of major and minor players

166–7
Shapley value, about 156–7
Shapley–Shubik index, about 157–9
sincere voting 156
transitivity concept 156

predecessors/parents, of decision edges 49
presumption see

rationality/assumption/presumption
prisoner’s dilemma game 107–13
with communication 109
and metagame theory 110–12
Rapaport’s winning strategy 176–7
stockbroker/lawyer martyrdom game

example 108–9
unveiled by Tucker, A.W. 13

private healthcare industry publicity funding,
repeated games example 136, 141–2,
144–8

probability theory
basics 32, 33–4
expected value 35–6
six faces of die example 34–5
standard deviation 36
variance 36–7
see also chance games

proposing change under uncertainty, sequential
change example 70–2

punishing strategies 137
pure strategy
about 4
union/redundant teacher dispute 4–5

RaiVa, Howard 11
rail high-speed link funding, chance games

example 37–8
Rand Corporation and US research funds

12–13
Rapaport’s winning strategy for prisoner’s

dilemma game 176–7
rationality/assumption/presumption 2, 3,

174–7
bounded rationality 176
categorical imperatives 175–6
collective rationality 175
instrumental rationality 175
Kant’s notion of moral imperative 176

reaction functions 117–18
regret matrices 47
repeated games see Wnitely repeated games;

inWnitely repeated games
research and design funding , skill games

example 28–31
risk in games of chance 32
computer training course example 39–41
high-speed rail link funding example 37–8
investment portfolio example 43–4
risk-averse players/functions 41
risk-neutral players/functions 41
risk-taking players/functions 42
utility theory/value 38–45
von Neumann–Morgenstern utility

function 41–2
see also chance games

roots, sequential decision making 50–1
Rosenthal and Rubinstein 12
Royal Ballet fundraising, skill games example

22–3

saddle points, two-person zero-sum games
80–6

dominance and inadmissibility 85–6
ordinal pay-oVs 95–7
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school buses college cooperation, heroic games
example 104–5

school coming out of special measures,
sequential decision example 65–6

school governance and power, multi-person
game example 158–9

school student attendance problem, zero-sum
game example 91–3

Selton, Reinhard
sub-game perfection concept 12
trembling hand equilibrium 11

sequential decision making, basics 49–52
ancestors and descendants 49
backward directed graphs 50
directed graphs 49
ordered pairs 49
predecessors/parents 49
roots 50–1
successors/children 49
terminal nodes 50
trees 50–2

sequential decision making, cooperative
two-person games 72–6

about 72
dealing with suppliers simultaneously

example 75–6
dealing with suppliers successively example

74–5
minimal social situation 72–6
purely cooperative 72–3

sequential decision making, single-player
games 52–66

appointment options example 60–1
backward induction method 52–9
building programme example 52, 53
decision making graphs 52–5
games with uncertainty 60–6
organising sponsorship example 55–9
sanction and reward example 52, 54
school coming out of special measures

example 65–6
university research partnership example

62–5
sequential decision making, two and multi

player games 66–72
node equivalence 66–9
proposing change in a retail company

example 69–70
proposing change under uncertainty

example 70–2
Shapley, Lloyd, about 13
Shapley value and Shapley–Shubik index
power analysis on ‘controlled secondary’

boards 163–4
power analysis on ‘out-of-state’ boards

165–6
power analysis on ‘voluntary maintained’

boards 161–2
power and school governance example

158–9
Shapley value, about 156–7
Shapley–Shubik index, about 157–9

skill games
about 6, 7, 17
balancing full/part time staV example 23–5
constraint set 18, 20–1, 24–5
derivatives of a functions 18, 23
exam success by tutoring example 26–7
funding research and design example 28–31
fundraising at Royal Ballet example 22–3
hospital facilities example 20–2
Lagrange method of partial derivatives

27–31
Lagrangian function 27–8
linear programming/optimisation/basic

calculus 18–27
optimiser/maximiser 18
pay-oVmatrix 20, 21
utility function 18

sponsorship organising, sequential decision
example 55–9

standard deviation, probability theory 36
strategy games, about 6, 7
cooperative games 6
mixed motive games 6
zero-sum games 6

sub-optimal strategies 3
successors/children, of decision edges 49
supermarket sector, Bertrand duopoly

example 125–7
suppliers, dealing with, sequential decisions

examples 74–6, 75–6

teachers’ union and a redundancy discussion
about 2
pure strategies 4–5

terminal nodes, sequential decision making 50
terminology 3–5
Theory of Games and Economic Behaviour 10–11
Todhunter, Isaac 8
Touraine, Alain 14
transitivity concept 156
travel timetable reforming, saddle point game

example 83–4
trees, sequential decision making 50–2
trigger strategies 137–9
Tucker, A.W., and the prisoner’s dilemma

game 13, 107–13
tutoring/exam success rate, skill games

example 26–7
two-person games see mixed-motive two-person

games of strategy; sequential decision
making, cooperative two-person games;
zero-sum two-person games of strategy

uncertainty, games with 32
chance games with 45–7
maternity leave insurance example 45–7
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uncertainty, games with (cont.)
maximax principle 46–7
maximin principle 46
minimax principle 47
regret matrices 47
see also chance games

union candidates, leadership games example
102–4

university research partnership, sequential
decision example 62–5

utility theory/value/function 18, 38–45

variable-sum games seemixed-motive
two-person games of strategy

variance, probability theory 36–7
von Neumann, John 9–11
and Maurice Frechet 9
minimax theorem 89

von Neumann–Morgenstern utility function
39, 41–2

von Stackelberg model of duopoly 115–16
paper and packaging sector example 116–20
Von Stackelberg–Nash equilibrium level

123–4
voting order 168

Waldegrave’s solution 8
Walmart Stores Inc change proposals,

sequential change examples 69–70
whole pot payments 155

Zermolo’s theorem 8, 12
zero-sum non-cooperative games, about 2
zero-sum two-person games of strategy 6,

77–97
about 77–8
constant-sum games 77
dominance and inadmissibility 85–6
Wnite and inWnite 78
information sets 78
interval scales for pay-oVs 93–4
large matrices 90–3
law of conservation of utility value 77
medical incompetence example 82–3
minimax mixed strategies 89
mixed strategies 89
no saddle-point games 86–90
normal forms 78–80
ordinal pay-oVs 94–7
pareto-eYciency 77
pay-oVmatrix 83
perfect and imperfect information

78–9
re-allocation of airline pilot duties example

87–90
representation 78–80
saddle points 80–6
solutions, deWnition 78
student attendance example 91–3
travel timetable reforming example 83–4
zero-sum game representation 78–80
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